
Translation of German press reviews 

Wiener Zeitung, 15. April 2008: 

Mute hysteria and ecstasy with no escape 

‘When ecstasy isn’t limited to brief moments it becomes trance. In their performance Trip the 
dance collective White Horse most impressively dissects trance states into individual 
movement sequences. These are separated from each other and – as if in slow motion – 
endlessly stretched and repeated. The performers seem to be falling, screaming, scrambling to 
their feet and fighting. 

Gradually the mute hysteria gains momentum. Series of martial gestures and movement 
structures give the impression of a Sisyphus work without escape. The captive are pushed 
over and over again to their physical and psychological limits. The clever unisono game of 
the three bodies on an empty white stage evokes an atmosphere of raging schizophrenia.  
Most impressively Christoph Leuenberger, Julia Jadkowski and Lea Martini manage to fill 
the endless gesture sequences and schemata at the Viennese theater ‘brut’ with emotional 
intensity. The performers keep us in suspense from the first to the very last moment, which is 
possible thanks to enormous physical efforts and an outstanding movement coordination. 
With Trip the Viennese coproduction house ‘brut’ launches a very fitting opening for this 
year’s edition of the Freischwimmer Festival for young theater makers.’ 

By Stefan Melichar / translated by Chris Leuenberger 

Corpusweb 12. April 2008: 

‘During almost one hour the three performers completely exhaust themselves. At a permanent 
level of maximum energy they march in military formation with gestures of victory, ecstasy, 
euphoria and desperation across the clinically white stage square. The expression is pure, for 
it lacks any context of action and motivation – it is exactly this what makes it so scary. With 
mouths wide open and faces morphed into frozen masks, the crowd onstage stares at the 
crowd in the auditorium. Football stadium, demonstration, rock concert, battlefield – the 
droning sound of pulsating cries and outbursts of various crowds suggests contexts, but 
merely as vague memories of a distant past belonging to other generations. White Horse 
however moves ‘in a Now in which the body asks questions full of longing, yet without a 
goal’ as they write in the program folder. A great void, filled with a maximum of movement 
energy. A monumental festival launch, ruptured by a precarious ending, a clear statement.’ 

By Judith Helmer / translated by Chris Leuenberger  

Basler Zeitung, June 2009: 

‚But in front or behind the ongoing movement sequences, images seem to be standing still 
like photographs. I saw the massacre of Tienanmen. I saw the woman kneeling next to Benno 
Ohnesorg. I saw images from Eisenstein’s film “Potemkin”, saw soldiers with long rifles 
firing at the audience. I saw soccer fanatics at the stadium. And all of them constantly staring 
at us, one singular focal point, the camera or the canon, onwards, onwards. 

This is performance because it creates presence, and it simultaneously evokes and destroys 
ephemeral subjective images. At the end we all sit in the auditorium with a heightened pulse, 
the performers exhausted on the stage floor. We look at each other for five long minutes. One 
almost felt like passing around a cigarette after all of this. There is a longing for a closing 
ritual. This is performance as successful communication, no need for explicit meaning as in 
text theater. This is “Trip”. Outstanding.’ 

By Hannes Veraguth / translated by Chris Leuenberger 


